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A b s·t r act

This paper contains some empirical tests for the variance hypothesis

according to which the 'out~ut~inflntion tradeoff varies inversely with

the variance of nominal aggregate demand. Both Finnish quarterly and

annual cross-country data on Scandinavian countries are used. Finnish

time series data lies in conformity with the hypothesis) whereas the

tests with cross-country data) particularly when Zellner's seemingly

unrelated regression estimation procedure is used) fail to point to the

supporting evidence for the variance hypothesis.



1. INTRODUCTION

The Phil'i'ips"':curve hypothesi,s, according to ~vhich the output-inflat-ion

tradeoff results from the structural fe~tures of the economy and is

independentof policies being pursued, was challenged in late sixties

by the 'natul~al' rate of unemployment hypothesis (NRH). It suggested

that attempts to move along the Phillips curve to decrease unemployment

will be frustrated in the long run, but not in the short run, by changes

in expectations that shift the curve. According to NRH, however', the

effectiveness of activist Keyneasian aggregate demand policies rested
non fooling people ..

The rational expectations hypothesis (REH) provided an innovative approach

to economic modelling by suggesting that expectations, instead of being

arbHrary, are 'rational' in the sense of using information effic'if~ntly.

If the natural rate of output is exogenous and prices always move to

clear markets, then coupling the linear aggregate supply function with

REH makes it possible to draw two strong conclusions: (i) deviations of

output from its natural rate are pure white noise - th6re is no business

cycle, and (ii) choice among aggregative monetary and fiscal policy rule~

is irrelevant for the stochastic behaviour of output and unemployment. 2)

Modifications of the basic model to allow for serial correlation of out-

put and thereby for business cycles do not necessarily invalidate the

conclusion (ii) (sees e.g. B"linder and Fischer[5], Lucas [16] and Sargent

[3~). This neutrality result does break down when any of the following

assumptions is rejected: linearity of the aggregate supply function

(Persscn [29J), exo~Jeneity of the natural rate of output (Fair [12J and

assumpti'on of the mal"ket-cleat'ing (for a'surveys see McCallul!1 [231).3)
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!\nyway, regard-less of .a priori notions an the plaus"ibil ity of rational

expectations models, they" can be subjected to empirical tests. Although

formal econometric evidence does not suggest their out~of-hand rejection

(see~ e.g. Barro [3J, [4J, and Small [32]), th~ evidence cannot be

regarded as compelling be~ause REH has not generally been tested in

isolation, but in the context of some other hypotheses, In fact Sargent

[31J has shown that it is literally impossible to distingquish between

Keynesian and classical macroeconomic structures using only parameter

estimates from a single policy regime.

Since the neutrality property alone places no restrictions on time-series

data taken from a single policy regime, one way to test NRH cum REH is

to find periods across which the policy regimes differ arid to test the

invariance of alternative models across regimes. Along these lines the

use of cross-equation restrictions to test a natural rate-rational

expectations model Ivas first proposed by Lucas [18J ,4). SpecHiccdly, he

argued that the highel~ is the variance of monetary 'and fiscal IJehaviaur,

the smaller are the effects of unanticipated monetary and fiscal act-ions

on output and vice versa. According to this hypothesis the output-inflation

tradeoff varies invel'sely wHh the variance of monetary iind fiscal

innovations. Lucas tested it for 18 countries over the period 1953-67

and found some support to it, The major evidence, however, rested only

on two Latin American countries.

This paper contains further tests of this variance hypothesis on the

output-inflation tradeoff in t\'./o rE:'spects: First, we use different sample,

namely Finnish time-series quay·tcrly data over the period 1948--77 and

annual cross-country data on Scandinavian countries over tile period

1%0-76,' Second, Lucas est-imated equations'one--by-one by using Ol.S.
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But it might well be the case that the error terms across countries are .

conteniporaneously correlated~ in which case Zellner's seemingly unrelated

equation estimation technique is the appropriate estimation procedure.

Checking whether the results are sensitive to the use of single-equation

estimation technique is our second aim.

We proceed as follows. Section IT outlines the variance hypothesis by

Luc~s. Empirical results are presented in section III and finally, some

conclusions follow.
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II. THE Vf.\RU\NCE HYPOTHESIS ON THE OUTPUT- INFLATION TR!-\DEOFf

This section outlines the afgument behind the variance hypothesis. All

variables are expressed in log terms for convenience (for a more detailed

treatment., see L!leas [18J) Sal'g~nt [3 DJ , Ch XIII).

The term IPhin'ips 'curve' has been used to refer to a positive associat..ion

between output and inflatio!l, which contradicts with any model. in ~hich

agents· decisions about real economic variables are homogenous of degree

zero 'in nominal variables. Lucas' theory of 'Phillips curve' reconciles

this empirical observation with NRH according to which permanent changes

in the inflation rate will not alter the average output and unemployment.

The basic idea is to develop an operatior:al mode" of "money illusion", -in

which real economic decisions depend on relative prices, but agents do not

have sufficient information to distinguish perfectly between relative and

general price movements. Under these circumstances inferences on relevant,

but unobserved prices are. made 'optim211y' taking accoullt of the stochastic

natul~e of the economy. Moreovet~, aggl~egate price-quantity obset'vo.tions

arc viewed as intersection points of aggregate demand and aggregate supply

in the spirit of new classical macroecononlics.

In an economy ill which all trading occurs 'in a single competitive maiAket

there is "too much" information in the hands of economic agents foY' them

ever to be ;'fooled ll into altel"ing Y'eal decision var'iables. r~ssume that

suppliers are distributed over a large number of competitive markets

with unevenly distributed demand. Suppliers know the current local price

Pt(z) in markE?t 2 at time t, and the history of the economy. but not thr~
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current general price level Pt. In ea.ch malAket z tile supply is a pl~oduct

of a long run trend component, COll11l1on to all mu.rkets. und a cyclical

component so that Yt(z) = Ynt' + Yct(z), The long run CCI!lpOnent is

assumed to be exogenous', "/hile the cyclical component 'is detcnn"ir;cd

by the observed 'local price Pt(z) relative to the unobserved general

price level Pt expected on the basis of information It(z) available

in z at time t, and by its own lagged v~lue so that

(for rationalizations of intluding Yc,t-,(Z), see [30J. pp. 330-31).

The 'information set It(z) relevant for estimation of the unobsel~ved

Pt consists of the observed local price Pt(z) = Pt+z and of the history

summarized in the mean of the cur-rent price leve-I at time t. i\.
Jl..ssulIl'ing that Pt and z are nonnal'ly and indf~pelldently distribu1:l::d5

)

with (P.s2) and (O,q2) it can be shown that

where w = q2 j (q2+s2) = the fraction of the conditional variance in

Pt(z) which is due to relative price variation. Thus the tligher is

w. the smaller weight is placed on Pt(z) in forming estimates of the

unobserved general price level and vice versa. Combining Yt(z), (1)

and (2) and averaging over all markets gives the aggregate supply

function

(3) Yet ~. we(P -p ) + myt t c,t-l
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signC.'l.l extraction pa\"allietel~ w.

The equation (3) has a natural interpreiation .. The higher is the

siSllHl extraction par'arnt:tF~r vi, the inOrt: l-ikely a change in the

observed price reflects a relative rather than d general price chnnge.

If GNP has shovm slna'll variability, then suppliers tend to Y'eglll~d

shocks as being specific to them rather than economy-wide and attribute

most demand shocks to micro situation. In the extreme case of s2 = 0

all shocks will be attributed to micro situation (\'J=1') and the slope

of (3) reflects only the relative price parameter e. But when the

variability of GNP increases, then agents begin to regard more of the

shocks as being economy-wide rather than specific to them. In the

other extreme case of q2=o all shocks will be attributed to macro

situation (w=O) and the aggregate supply function (3) becomes vertico'l.

·Thi s dependence of the 51 ope of the aggregate supply function on the

ratio of variances of relative to general price movements has an

-irnpoy'tant 'imp'lication: .!lle ~g9.re.gate supply function is not predicte~

attempt by the ~uthorities to try to exploit the tradeoff more fully

by changing aggregate demand can be expected to increase s2 relative

to q2 and thereby decrease the tracleoff. To see this and to complete

the model Lucas postulates a demand function of the form xt = Yt + Pt'

\vhere xt = nominal aggt~eyate denlClild, an exogenous: shift variable.

Assuming that dX t is Cl sequ.ence of independent, norr:H.t'l viJriates \~ith

?
mei.\n Ux and vai~'iaYlce s~ and combining (3) w"ith xt. and the assumption

of rational price expectations gives the following equations for the

equilibrium values of I'eal output and the inflation rate (sce Lucas

[18], pp. 328 .. 29).6)
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wheY'e Y' .- Yle/(1·!·\\,c) and b the coefficient from y .L .- Cl -I- bt.
111.

Earlier discus~ion indicates that the coefficient r varies from

r = ~/(1+e) when w=1, to r=O, when w=IT. According to the variance

hypothes is the coeffi ci ent r' 'j s inversely ra1ated to the Vc1 ri abi 1i ty

of nominal aggregate demand.?) Before turning to empirical tests it

should be stressed that (4) and (5) do not consist of a two-equation

model as claimed in Lucas GB], but they are transforms of each other

(see Lucas [19J).
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Ill. [1'1PIRICP,L TESTS OF TilE Vf-\RIM~CE IlYPOTHCSIS

The milin test is to fit ~quations (4) and (5) and compare the estimates

of r 'fIith the vClriances of 6X
t

, Some attention is also paid to the

explu.niltol"j! po~ver of these eqlla.t·ions.

IILL Tests with Finnish quarterly data

1957-1966

Our first test was performed with Finnish quarterly data over the

period 1948(1) - 1977(IV), v/llieh was divided -into three subpet'-iods

with different var~ances of ~Xt. Table 1 gives some descriptive

t t ' t' 8)s a -1 S 1 cs, '

Table 1. Descriptive statistics (Finland)

- pe-n-'O-d--'-t__6_y_t M t-~-r:~~Z!ar(~pt~-~:-(~0

1948-1956 .0554 .0764 ,0018 .01'16 I .0169

.0523 .0324 ,0012 .0017 I .0026

1967-1977 .o~_2_4 ~._0_9_76_~~0028 .003~031

Data source: r-illn-ish National Accounts

But how do we know that these subperiods correspond to different

pol icy regimes? It rrdght be the same reg-ilile \oI!ith on-Iy diffelhent

real·il.at"ions of the under'lying stochustic process. Test-in9 for the

equality of sample variances of 6x+ for 5ubperiods produced the
"
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following values of f-statistic: F(r~ 11) = 6.50, F(J, Ill) = 5.45

and F(II, Ill) = 1.19, so that the first two are significantly

dHfel'ellt fror,l each othe(' at th2 1 pl~r cent level, \'/hne the last

onc is not eVE'il at the 5 per cent level. Nevertheh::ss \'/12 \'/i1nt a'lso

to keep period:.; II and III separate for checking purposes.

The performance of equat'iolls (4) and (5) in accounting for movements

in rea'l output and inflation l~ate is summarized in Table 2, where. the

estimates for the period 1957-1977 is also reported. Subscripts y and

p refer to (4) and (5) respectively. Numbers in parentheses are values

of t-statistics and the first-order sorial correlation coefficient

for equation (4) has been calculated by Hildreth-Lu procedure. Estimates

~re OLS estimates for real output equation, while inflation rate

equation has been estimated by restricting the sum of coefficients of

~Xt and 6X
t

_1 to unity.

Table 2. Periodic estimates of output and inflation rate equation

9l.'",J

IPI-~l'i od

1- 49-56

11 57-66

III 67-77

IV 57-77

r* 'R2
Py r* --I~R~

y y p
._-.

.1436 .145 ,-.04 .35 '17 .7
(2.1) (2.4)

,1726 .644 .66 .6{f45 .4
(1.6 ) ( 1.1)

.3011 .402 .84 .5693 .8
(1.5) (4.4)

.2260 ,226 .6? .5697 .7
(3.2) (7.5)

-'------,-,- .._---- '--_.

81

10

1. 76

2.42

2,06

Critical t-valu"',s.' t ,- "1 6l'l7 t 2./II~'7.
c • 05 ~ 30 .:1.): .-0 h ~ 0 - Cl v
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,;s far as the perofornli.:ncc of thee inflation rate oquation for subr;el"iods

1, II and III is COl1COtIlOd; the estil11Jtes, of l' ar[~ invers(.;ly related to

Vadl\Xt) 'in full conformity vlitil the var"ji:lIKo:: hYPCJl:hes'is" wh'ile the

ev-jclenC':~ on real output c;quaJcioil is not totany stra'ighLfon·Jilrd. The

As COnCOl'ilS the results for subpi~riods I and IV the estima.te of r is

sma 11 e r for per i 0 d I t han for pe; .i 0 d 1V 'j n both equat 'j 0 ns, q1I ite i n

1 f I • 10) h d" ,ine with t,o variance hypotnesls. - I Thus t e perio lC tlme Sel'leS

data fr'om Finland suppm~ts the vaY'"iance hypothesis.

111.2. Tests with Scandinavian cross-country data

Turn now to tests with annual cross-country data from five Scandinavian

countries for which SOllle descr'iptive stat'lstics over the period 1950

1976 are given in Table 3. 11 )

Table 3. Descriptive statistics (Scandinavia)

-------
country

---- ._---

.'-------.-, ---.-_.,,-.~-- ' .._---
.00159.

1
,001013

Denmark

Finland

Ice'l and

Norway

S""eden

.0407

.0472

.0493

.0430

.0386

.0551

.0607

. 1351

.0459

.0485

.00123

.00093

.00742

.00090

.00051

.00073

.00401

.00761

.00104

.00079

.00485

.00'742

.00133

Data source: Yearbook of National Account Statistics
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In eshmat'ing the equations (if) and (5) for' Scandinavian O\)Ss··country

data \'Ie ptcceeclcd as follovis: The 'output equation ~!JS f;il~st e~;t'\mated

St~p0.r-atc'ly fot cO.ch country by L1s'ing OLS. S'incc Dud'in's rn-statistic

revealpd the ex'istence of signH'icant ser-ii:ll correLl.tion, a corncchon

for it VI/as madt~ I'y using H'ilclreth-Lu and Co(:hranc;,·Orcutt PI~c.cC'dures.

It tur!1cd out, hO\'leVel~ ~ thed: the ETi~or tenns aC:I~OSS coun trj cs were

contempot'aneously con>elatec1, and the single equat'ions did 110t 'involve

the sarne pxplilnatary vClriables. Since under these conditions the single

equation estimation methods are inefficient, we also used Zellner's

seemingly unrelated equation estimation technique (Zellner [36]). Fina'lly,

the inflation rate equation (5) was estimated by restricting the sum of

coeFficients of ~Xt and ~Xt-1 to uDity without applying, however, system

estimation methods in this connection.

Start with the real output equation. The single equation estimates are

reported in Table 4. After correctin~ for first-order serial correlation

by Hildretll-Lu and Cochrane-Orcutt procedures Finland and Iceland - which

are characterized by the highest var(~xt) - seem to have the lowest

estimate of r, while DennBrk - which is characterized by the lowest

var(~Xt) - seems to have the highest estimute of r. The goodness-of-fit

stat'istics for these countY"ies are also roughly in line vJith the idea

that thE: real output equation should have poor fit, if GNP has ShO\,ljll

Iligh variability. On the other hand, estimates of r for Norway and

Sweden are lower 'than thClt for Finland, while the variance hypothesis

wOllld predict the reverse. Moreover) the goodness-of-fit statistic for

Norway is rather different from what one would expect on the basis of

var(~xL) and the estimate of r for Sweden appears to 8e particularly
l,

1':1)sensitive for the f·il>st··ordel~ serial corY'c'iation correction. '-



Table 4. Single equation (OLS) estimates of output equation

country r*
_?
R'""jF

P = 0

j m 11 1"* I R,2 IF
1 '! I

Hildreth-Lu

p

(

r* R- 2 le
t '

Cochra r~e -O)~cutt

()

l

-.0950 i .572
(0. 7) i 17. 05

.3696 · .476
(2. 6) ! 11. 90

.2050 I .844
(3.2) ! 65.50

. i
~ 3no'" , 67?
\ ., L. I .. ~t ~~~~~ ~ 25.67

.7ili I .461
(3.3) 11:.27

I

! Denmark
I
IFinl and
I

i
l Iceland
I

INorway
I

ISweden l
I ;
I I

.4338
(3.0)

.2364
(2,1)

.1172
('1.0 )

.2050
(3.1)

I

I .649
i 23.27

I '?"6

I
.-j,

6.03
,

e 31~9

7.46

.844
65.92

.814
(3.3)

1.352
(52'\ • J

.944
(3.7)

-.050
(0.2)

1:;"""
.~/t..

(2.1)

.7041
(5.3)

Ai .4002
t (3.2)
i

I .787
i 45.41
I

.432
i 0 . 11

.797

.605

.705

-.054

.90-0

~
!
~

~

.4478
(2.7)

,176'i
(1 l'\ • I )

.2050
(3.2)

.3510
(0•1)

. ! 24
2.71

.254
5.08

.844
1 65 . 80

I ti~ r::-•• ...;-.J

!10.99

Q 1 •... \,.) l !

(
" ,
7.0)

.592
(,., ...,)
\ :) • I )

I c:,n"""
t • "UJ

In 9)l. I~ •

!

j' - o~ 1
• ..., I

i (n ,:,'
[' v" J)

.997
(58.6)

w

The period of estimation: 1952-1976, m indicates Durbinls m-statistic.

Cr~+ical L v~'ue~' t - 1 -/~7 L - 2 ~OQ
I .... :..- 01 -.;). 05?" - ,. I L. 01 22"- ..... v... , .... c. • t,

Cr-itical F-values: F .O~ 2 22 = 3.44 F n1 2 22 = 5.72.. ~,,- .,"'., ,
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of the vi\riJ:Jce hypot.hpsis.

If thE~ error term:; ci"e contE'ITlpOru!l'::(lus'iy correlated vJhile the et:planatol"Y

var'iables (H'I~ not iclt~nt'ical, then lenncl"s st'el~ringly unrela.ted re9ress'lon

(SUR) tecilwique \\lol/ld be the upprllpriate <:~stimation procedure. Compared

with sing'le f;qua,tion methods, the ga,in 'in efficiency is 'laY'ge l
, when

contempOY'eJ.llp.OLl5 d'istudluilces across equat'ions ar'e, while explanator'y

variables of various ~quations are not Ihighly' correlated. 13 ) The

'information on these matters is repol"ted in Table 5. Correlations

b~tween explanatory variables are always significant at the 5 per cent

level, which does not seem to be the case between error terms across

countY'i es.

Still, error terms display significant contemporaneous cOlTelat'ion in

so many cases that it is of import~nce to check whether the t'2sults

are sensitive to the use of single-equation estimation technique. In

implementing SUR-technique both maximum likelihood and Zellnet's t'vW-'

stage Aitken'estimators were used. 14 )

Results by apfJly'ing the max'imum like'l'ihQod technique are repoI'ted in

Table 6. No correction for serial correlation has bren made in the lack

of comput2f program. The first column presents estimates of r when the

r:oval'iance inat!'ix of d'!stuY'bances is diagonal so that the contemporai1eous

correlation of c1isturb0.nces -is ignon~d. The second column rf~ports the

maximum likel'ihood estimates and the last cCJlulnn deals vlith the case in

which estimates of r were restricted to be equal across countries as a

sort of the weak test of the variance hypothesis.
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Table 5. Cocff"iciellts of COlTe'liltion l'l.r.t. \l't and /\)(.,
. 1 1 l"

countl'Y " ~"1'n'l1O~k I I-in1a~;d I!'~e-l cnd" F~r";i:~--SW:ci.t:I;
. __ ._..__ . _ __I __.._._~ .__ . .. _ .~ __

I

1.DOOO ./j/jS9 I.S18G .5f.l(U .5265

Filllalld

Iceland

.11146

.2497

.3518

1.0000

.1750

.5857

1.0000

• 1834

.6093

.5392

1 .0000

.6708

.6919

.8431

SllJede.n .3920 .4267
____-1.

.~~ 508_
1
.. . 1947 1.0000

The coefficients of correlation w.r.t.the OLS ~esiduals,

reoorted on the (down) left, and the" ones w.r.t. 6X't on
the (up) right. Crit'ical values (accord"jng to t-test! are:
.337 at .05 and .463 at .01 level.

Testing for the significance of the constraint, 0 ij = 0 for i f j the

likelihood ratio test can be used. The value of x2-statistics is
2 2 I • .l.. • £:

X10~ 112.55 whereas the critical v~lue of X -statlsL1CS 1S X.01 ,10 = 23.21.

Thus Qccounting for contemporaneous correlation of error terms nlakes the

performance of the real output ~quation significantly better. Corlsider

next the hypothesis that r is equal uCt'OSS 'Scandinavian countries. The

value et" x2,.statistic is x24 = 6.06 \:Ihel'€as the cr-itical value at the

10 per- cent significance level is x210 • = 7.78. Thus the hypothesis
• ,Lt

that )' is equa"j across SCClndinavian countries catinot be r-ejected.

Clearly) the maximum likelihood estimates fail to support the variance

h t I • 15)ypo,nr::S1S.
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Tilb'le 6, ~lax..iIl1UII'! likel"ilwuG est"imatc's of outpu-l,: equ(.,tion

country
-----_. --'--1

i::*
I

Deniiiark .4477 .5736 .3780
(n 2' (/.4 ) (8.4 )L. _)

Finland ,1818 .4L124 .2780
(1. 0) (5. 1) (8.4 )

Iceland .1079 .3593 .3780
(0.6) (3.8) (8.4 )

Non'lay .2054 .3183 .3780
(1. 6) (5.6) (8.4 )

Sv,'ed2:1 -.0705 .3803 .3780
.(0.2) (3 ..6) (8.4)

.'-'---
Numbers in parentheses are (asymptotic) t-values.

Tur'n now to resul'~s obtain(~d by Zellner's two-stage {\itken est'imation

technique, which arE reported in Table 7~ Equations were estimated

both with and without serial correlation correction and estimates in

the former case were obtained by using Parks' procedure in accuunting

+ . 1 1 +. ( P I [',rJ.7l,. 16lor serlil corre a~lon see ar<s ~ ,I

Using Buse's generalized goodness-af-fit measure, R~t (see Buse [7J) th~

system of output equations turns out to perform better when contemporaneous

and serial correlation of disturbances are accounted f0r in the estirnation

procedure (fo)~ the s'ingle equation OL.S estimates R~ ::: .645).17) On the

other hand, estimates of r do not seem to capture the main phenomenon

predicted by the vaY'iance hypothes'ls. An in all, compared \'Jith single

equation estimates the SUR estimates are more unfavourable to the

variance hypoth(~sis to the point of suggesting its rejection in the

light of real output equation evidence.
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Finally, cons'idE~Y' tile perfo:-,il;JnCe ut" the: inf"laUon rate equation (5),

In this connection ~'Ie Il'?it.hel" used S} str::r!1 methods of eS,t-iIT!a.t'ion nor

made sc'rLll correlaUon correct'ioll. The results frO;l: ~sing the non-

foeffici~nts ofAX t and ~Xt-1 is unity arc reported in Table 8. They

do not SEem to conrorm to the variance hypothesis; e.g. NorwdY and

SVJeden have lOl-f21' estimates of r than that of Iceland. !'·1oreover, the

goodness-of-fit statistics show no clear pattern.

Table 7. Two-state Aitken estimates of output equation

. 191

.321

,.434

- .048

---'- 1

Fi n'l and .3132 '. .3354
(.1018) (.1127)

Ice'l and .2058 .3079
( . 1086) (.1211)

NOr\llay .26-17 .2696
( .0(22) ( .0597)

S\>Jeden .0701 .0666
(.1209) ( . 1346)

R2- 71'1 R~:::,745'G--· 1 (-

.-- ......_....

Numbers 'in parentheses are (asympt.otic) standard errors.
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Table 8. Estimates of infl~tion rat2 equntion

-_ .._-- ~----_._. ·----1----·- ""1- --- .~_.__.

-2 I ?
r'ie c.

countr~1 R D._~J X
._---_.---.. .. ------- - --- _..._~_.--- ---........... --
Denmark .7159 •6~) S 1.90 .13

(5.5)

Fin'land .4'779 .691 1.98 . 13
(3.B)

Ice'l and .4291 .738 1.29 1. 17
(2.8)

Non/il.Y .1585 .826 1. 93 .82
(0.5)

Sweden .2242 .79~
1.4,6 4.33

(2.5)
.__._--_. ..---'- ----

Crit'leal t-values: t 05 ?1 '" 1. 721 ~ t 0 1 ?' = 2,831, lmver a.nd upper'
• "....... • .,,-1 2

bounds of D-W statistics: dL.05 = 1.12,dU. 05 = 1.66. With X'-st~tistics

Vie test the hypothesis of no serial' cOrt~elat'ion of residuals)
,2 _ 6 2~'
)"0')- .:J. \• I ~ ,)

Concluding1y, the Scandinavian cross-country annual data do not seem to

point to the sUppOt''t'ing evidenC(~ for the vo.riance hypothesis. The most

favourable evidence on single equation estimates of outp~t equation

gives mixed results, and using Zellner's SUR estimation technique both

makes the petfonnallce of output equations better and fails to support

the variance hypothesis. is)

1\ 11 estimates presented thus far have been based upon the assumption of

unit-price elasticity of aggregate demand. The estimate of r is biased

upward (downward) if the price elasticity of aggreg~te demand is greater

('less) than unity (Arak [1J), The elastic~tics cU.n be cOll1puted from the

following equations
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.vc,t

(s I ) 62 i ~~~y t 1 + w~,J C, _. l-

VJflCTO v
t

ond \lIt are n:~s-icluols. "filf:' price c'lasticHy of aggregate demc,nd

is nOl'1 er -- (1-13 1)/63 (i.e." Yt '" -epP t + Xt)' a.nd its OLS estimates are

repoy-ted in Table 9.

Table 9. OLS estimates of price elasticities

---_._~-------

Fin 1a~J~~~~and

------
countt~y Denmark Norway Sweden

--!
1- B* .231 .504- I .395 .136 . 121. 1

(1. 6) (2.7) (2.4) (1. 5) (0.8)

6* .358 .571 .016 .333 . 1643
(2.2) (1.9lJ (0.1) (1. 6) (0.5)

e* .64~ .883 24.688 :408 .738p

-_.. __... . ----- ---

Critical t-values: t -. 05,23 1.714, t. 05 •24 ~ 1.711 .

In of case of Iceland, Norway and Sweden the price elasticity of

aggregate demand cannot be determined very accurately from (4 1
) and

(51), But considering only the numerical values of e*p all of them 

excluding that of Iceland - are below unity. From this point of view

estimates of r are upward biased for Iceland, while downward biased

for other countries. Accounting for this evidence would shift estimates

of r towards the vdlues predicted by the variance hypothesis, and might

explain different results obtained by using periodic time-series data
19)arid cross-country data.
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IV. CONCLUnING REMARKS

Wc Ilavc tested for the variance hYrothesis on the output-inflation trade

off by IJsing Finnish t'inle~series qucl.rterly cJata ove!' the period 19 Lfg-.

1977 and cross-·cnunl:r·y annual da.ta on Sc:a.ndinavian countr'ics OVE:I" the

per--iod 1%0"1976. The por'iodic time sC?r'ies data frOi)] F'ir\'loncl turned out

to be in conformity vrith the val'·ia.nce hypotiles-is. Turning to Sco.ndirw.vian

cross-country data, some of the single equation estimates gave mixed

l"esul ts. The eYT01~ terms aCt'OSs countr-ies, hOVlever~ displ oy~~d in quite

many cases significant contemporaneous correlation so that system

estimation techniques seemed appropriate. Experiments with Zellner's

seemingly tlnrelated regression estimation procedure unambiguously failed

to point to the supporting evidence for the variance hypothesis.

Finally, we might mention some age~da for further research. A problem

wi th performed tests - and with those caYTied out by Lucas [~18J - 1ies

in the use of c. vel~y simple proxy fOI' the trend component of supply,

Ynt . Obviously, it would be worthwhile to experiment with more sophisticated

proxies.

The notion behind the variance hypothesis that fluctuat-ioi1s in employment

and output are due to errors in forecasting prices is inconsistent with

the more usual notion of involuntary unemployment and has been subject

to some criticism. It is well-known that the observed tradeoff between

output and inflation can also be explained by the non-market-clearing

parCtdigm of Barro-Grossman-~1al-invaudtype. NO\vadays the curn:nt opinions

on the re"lative usefulness of incolilplete information and non-market-

c'l ear-j ng parad i 9n1S to account for the Qutput-i nfl ati on tl'adeoff are
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emphas·i:~ shou·'c1 t.11U~; be ~j"i\lcn to tl1\-' task·of clcsi9r:ing tcsL~; v:h-jch

reillf'of'cec! by 1:.l1c fact thu.t ·jplpod2nt policy <jl!cstions ar-e at stoke.

\
1
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FOOTNOTes:

13y ~JLJcss'il1q the Iw\nner 'in \·"hich pE~op'le fo~olT1 UW'!Y' e>~pectahons in
Pl"iict'ice and tryil19 to find so:nl'" quantitative representation of
this bcl1i:.wiour" e.g, the' acl.'lptivc expp.cti:lti()I:~~ hYj'.'oth(~:;'is promised
unl illl-ited rea, I '_;utpui: qa-jr)s from (~ \'/~n"CllOsen ;r,flat'iOlEH'Y paJ-icy.

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

8)

Iv)or'cover, s'i nee the beha V-I OUt' of a,gents depends also on the i r
percept i all of po 1icy l"l(1 cs, the pr'j Vi:! te sector beha vi DU ra 1
l~elat'icJnsh-ips are not: -invariant to pohcy fc;C'clback ,~u-Ies (Lucas [17]).

McCallum [22J has demonstrated that price level stickiness by itself
-j') not o.hlC1Ys suff'icient to illval-idate the neutral'i'l-.y result. But 'it
is also easy to construct quite plausible models with sll!ggish
price and v/age adjustment that "lRBve scope fo~' real effects of
policy feedback rules (sce a survey by Buiter f6]). This need to
ei'ist'ingLl'ish car'0T'ully betl'Jeen REH and the iTIoclcfs to which it is
applied is strikingly illustrated also by Neary and Stiglitz [2~
in showing hO~'1 rational constrcl'int expectations in Barro-Grossilan
~1alinval1d type diseqLd"''itH"''iunl mode"' actually r-c:\ise the value of
government Inultiplier! Fat' a further discussion of the role of
market-cl ea, ing in RE models, see Arrow ~J.

One such test have been recently constructed by Neftci and Sargent
[26J.

Vining an~ Elwer~owski [3~ have found a positive association
between sand q which they consider as a contradiction to Lucas·
modeL Cukierlllan [9J has shO\'in, however, that their findin~Js are
funy consistent \IJith Lucas t fr'arnevlork; the variabn"ityin the
general level of prices and in the relative prices may not be,
independent, but both may depend on the variability of nominal
incomes (for some further develop~ents and empirical evidence,
see Cuk'ierman and Wachtel [10J, Parks [~8]).

This particular characterization of 'shocks', x , is used partly
for simplicity. Moreover, calculating the autoc~rrelation function
fOI~ F'innish tillle-sel"ies data suggests that the assumpt-ion that
IJ.x" follows a random walk is not a very itlaCCUl~ate one. For the
Sc£nd i na vi an cross-country data the number of obset'vati ons does
not make it reasonable to test for the behaviour of 6xt.

Cukierman [8J Ilas generalized the Lucas model to cover the situation
in which agents 0,re allovJed to col"lect price infot'mation from seve\~al

markets and to decide on the optimal amount of information
collection. Not sur"pris"ingly, this modificat'ion is found to reinfol~ce

the variance hypothesis.

On the basis of Table 1 the existence of a stable Phillips curve
may be directly suspected. If a stab12 Phillips curve would exist,
then vady t) and vat(/I,x ) should move together, which does not
seem to bee, the case. Mo~eover, there is no systematic relationships
bet\.veeY'\ aV(~l'age real gtm"th (7.i:ytJ and average inflation Y'ate (6Pt).
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9) This 'I/as used s'ir,ce the output equation::: arr~ serLtlly conelo.tedin '
'C"""'111<; o·e Ol"'·I)"ln', 'll"c·t"tl'C:i"·!·r· (c:;t.\c> ';'\ '~rlCOl" r-J'~'I)er d~ I Af ..; J _) U.V •.I~· ..... , ... L.".- ..Jt'H... \- ..d .... ..!.

1()) TIic: C!1OVJ-te st to check tilt; nu 11 hypothe si s l:ha t the, pt~ri od -j c
oqu(d:ions huve 'icient"ico" c()C'n'icicnts 11I01'e used, The nun IlypotJlesis
VJiJS rejectc~d for per'iods I cnd IV at the 1 jJ(;r ccntlevt:l, I:Jh'ile "it
cUL.dd not 1)(' rejected -fcll" fJC'l'iods nand 11

).

11) 110\1/ do VIP kllOVl (, prior'] t!lat the coun"tl"'ics hi(\!2 dif·r.'erer,t po'licy
t'(~g'illl(~s? They lniSJht ho.vo the SClIJIC~ reqirqe \:/ith on'/y different
r'e(1'1 ilCltions of the und(-:r'ly'jng stochast-ic pj'oce~,c;, Testing for the
equJ'l'ity of SCll11i1lr,: var'ianc:cs of 6X~" for various countries 'indicated
that l'in'land and Iceland on the on~ Iwnd, and Dcnnlutk j Non,lilY and
Sv~eclen on thl::: other hMld fOl"11C:'d gl"OUP~, fot v/lJ"ich srulipl e var'i (lnCe$

ofAX t were significantly different.

1;:) S\·\j(~<.l~~n W3.S all'ead,Y Cl I py'oblem l in Lucas' o}~'ig'inal tests (Lucas [W],
p. 332). In Lucus ' dD,to. tile Spc,al"lnan rank cOiTclot..ion coefF'icien"t:
between var(dx t ) and (1/r*) is .508, which is not significantly
different from zero at the 1 per cent lovel. Dropping Sweden from
data gives the rank correlat~on coefficient r = .631 which does
differ s"igrl'if"icantly from zero iJ.t thl~ 1 per c~nt 'level.

13) Sec Sl'ivastava and Dv~ive(!'j [34] for Cl survey of eshmating SUf("·
(~qua t'i ons •

14) See Kmenta and Gilbert ~5J for small sample properties of various
ways to estimate SUR-equations with no serial correlation.

15) We also made computations by restricting r to be equal for four
countries, while letting one r to be deternrinc::d freely. On-Iy in
the case of Denmark - whet1 its r-cuefficient was allowed to
differ from the common coefficient for other four countries - the
perf~nnance of output equations turned out to be better in terms
of x--statistic at the 5 per cent level compared with the perfOrnBn[e
of output equations with an equal r-coefficient for all countries.

16) See Kmenta and Gi'lbert !-'14J fot small sample properties to estimate
SUR-equations when dist~rbances are both serially and contemporaneously
cor~~elated. The efficiency gain from system estimJ.tiol'i did not seem
to be very sensitive te the accuracy of the estimated serial
correlation coefficients.

17) If di sturbances are neither ccntemporaqeousl y nor seri ally correlated
then R~ is a weighted average of ~he R! obtained from each equation
estimated by OLS (see Dhrymes [11J, p. 245).

18) Hamburger and Reisch [13] have estimated L.ucas' model for some
western European countries. They were not, however, interested
in the var'iance hypothesis, but in compa.ring its perfoY':nance with
mote tradit"iona.l Illod,.=ls \!ih'jch focus on the exp"anation of aggt~e9ate

demand.

19) Lucas has defQnded the llnit-price elasticity assumption as follows:
liMy sti"ategy v~as based on the hope that the sall1pl e \vou'ld exhibit
(~noU9h cross"'Countl"y variiJ.tion' to over-come what must necessarily
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be large measur~ment errors on the supply elasticities for each
country indiv'iduallyli (Lucas [20J ~ p. 731). Gut if that 'is the
case, then the explicit errors in v~riables specification should
be used. \~(' also estin~J.ted the price elast-icities of aggregate
dellland for' various subj:J2riods v/ith F'innish qu<uAterly clata.~ but
could not reject the hypothes'is th6,t they alAe equal for subper"iods.
F"inal1y, we should mention the fonolt!ing poss"ibility: j'>,lthouqh the
variance hypothesis"might very It/ell be tnle, different countries
m"iqht have c\-iffel'ent y"elative price parametelAs e in r == \'ie/(1+\i/e)
thereby blurring the evidence of cross-country estimation of r.
BLIt wc have no constructive suggestions to deal with this problem.
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